VIDEO COLLABORATION FOR
WORK FROM HOME EMPLOYEES
Meet Jenny
Wearing many hats – a wife, mother, manager, fitness enthusiast, dog lover – Jenny
is a remote employee that relies on Logitech video collaboration solutions to power
through her weekdays. Her personal workspace solutions enable Jenny to:


Enrich collaboration with co-workers



Increase productivity during her workday



Improve her user experience with tools that get the job done



Feel engaged and connected anywhere, anytime

7:18 AM

5:30 AM

An early riser, Jenny starts her morning off with a
Lorem This
ipsum
30-minute yoga session.
activity mentally
prepares her for the day, as she transitions first
into mommy mode to get schoolwork prepared
for her children, breakfast on the table and the
entire household ready for the upcoming day.

Jenny receives a notification from Patrick, a
London-based co-worker. Using her Logitech
Zone Wireless Plus headset with a collaboration
platform installed on her mobile phone, Jenny
initiates a call to bring Patrick up to speed on a
strategic initiative while putting the finishing
touches on breakfast.

9:00 AM

Starting her first client meeting, Jenny connects over a video
meeting, enabling her to establish a relationship and build trust
by seeing meeting participants in real-time. She appreciates her
Logitech Brio webcam’s RightLight technology for the confidence
that she’ll look professional in any lighting condition.

12:00 PM

Using her Logitech Brio and Zone Wireless Plus, Jenny doesn’t miss a beat when
hosting an end-customer webinar. Her headset’s Active Noise Cancellation
keeps her focused and its advanced noise canceling microphone enables Jenny
to deliver the message clearly regardless of distractions in the background.

2:45 PM

Jenny schedules breaks every 2-3 hours to
reset. On this breezy spring day, Jenny and
her family head outside for fresh air. While
on a walk, Jenny is struck with a revelation,
an idea that will alter the course of one
project and give rise to an exciting new one.
It’s a reminder that great ideas don’t
happen in a cubicle!

VIDEO ENABLE YOUR HOME OFFICE
WITH LOGITECH WEBCAMS & HEADSETS

4:30 PM

Jenny ends her day with a video interview. Using her
Logitech workday heroes (the Brio and Zone Wireless
Plus) she is able to humanize the interview with a
potential candidate. Jenny appreciates Logitech’s video
collaboration solutions that provide her with the right
tools to recruit a team of talent based anywhere
around the globe.

